


BOSS
TALK

Good evening, everyone, 

We’re almost at the end of February and it’s incredible how quickly 
the year has begun passing us by. For all of us in the bubble, we 
tend to lose track of days and dates, except when it is a matchday. 
And today, we’re up against ATK Mohun Bagan in what is our 
penultimate game of the League stages. 

We are still in the hunt for a place in the semifinal, and we head to 
training every single day with a positive mindset and belief that we 
can achieve what we set out to at the start of the season. I am 
happy with the character and spirit we showed to bounce back 
with a win against Odisha, after two straight defeats. 

In ATK Mohun Bagan we are up against one of the best teams in 
the League, and I will give credit to Juan Ferrando who has – since 
taking over in middle of the season – got his team to play more 
possession-based football. But while we are honest enough to 
recognise a good team, we are constantly focusing on ourselves 
and the strengths we possess. We played out a 3-3 draw against 
ATK the last time we met, and that performance was a testament 
to the way we can play against a top team. 

Odisha almost snatched a win from ATK a few days ago, and we 

were dominant in our win against Odisha, and that goes to show 
our quality and the fact that we have prepared well and reacted in 
the best possible way.

We will be missing Danish (suspension), Gurpreet (illness), while 
Suresh and Jayesh won’t have any part to play in the rest of the 
season. We also have our list of long-term injuries that includes 
King, Akashdeep, Amay and Harmanpreet. I was asked if it makes 
my job difficult when I’m faced with these situations. On the 
contrary, it makes my job as a coach interesting along with giving 
the chance for others on the team to step up and show everyone 
they belong here. I always believe that the team I select are our 
top picks to start a game. I trust my squad. 

I also get asked often about my assessment of the youngsters who 
have played for BFC this season, and while we will analyse 
everything only at the end of the season, I am happy to be able to 
give these boys their chance. And in the future, you will only see 
more of it. We have more talented young players and I try my best 
to give them their opportunities. Quite a few of them got their 
chances this season, the others will get theirs in the next season. 

In a few hours we will take the pitch, and I believe our desire and 
intention will show over the ninety minutes and a little more. 
Every time the boys pull on the shirt of this club, they are expected 
to give the game their everything, And that won’t be different 
tonight. Let’s hope we can do you and ourselves proud with a good 
performance tonight! 

Love,
Marco
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THE BIG
PREVIEW

MUCH AT STAKE
Hot on the heels of leaders Hyderabad FC, having played a game 
lesser, ATK Mohun Bagan will need to keep winning if they are to 
stand a chance of finishing at the top of the League. The Mariners 
have lost the least number of games of any team in the League, 
and have 31 points from 17 games this season. Bengaluru, 

meanwhile, have 26 from 18 going into this game and a win 
tonight will be crucial to their chances of making the playoffs.

UPPER HAND
Historically, the Blues have had a tough run against the Mariners, 
who hold the advantage in the head-to-head stats for tonight’s 
encounter. Bar the reverse of this fixture earlier this season, 
where a 3-3 draw saw the spoils shared, Bengaluru have failed to 
pick up three points in any of three previous fixtures. However, 
Bengaluru had failed to score in two previous ISL encounters 
ahead of this season, and should they find the net tonight, a tight 
defence would keep things interesting.

THE EQUATION
With League leaders Hyderabad FC set to face Jamshedpur FC 
and Mumbai City FC, ATK Mohun Bagan’s route to the top of the 
League is simple. Juan Ferrando’s side need to win their remain-
ing games while hoping one of Owen Coyle or Manolo Marquez 
drops points. With the Nizams set to face the Red Miners, that is a 
high possibility! For Bengaluru, a slip up will prove fatal, with Pez-
zaiuoli’s side needing maximum points in the remainder of their 
games while hoping Mumbai, Kerala and Bagan continue to drop 
points.
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Up to seven assists now with his set-piece for 
Danish Farooq’s equaliser against Odisha on 
Monday, Naorem Roshan Singh’s breakthrough season has 
been one for the headlines. The 23-year-old is now 
joint-top of the assist charts alongside Ahmed Jahouh, and 
another assist will make him the Indian with the most 
assists in a single edition of the Indian Super League. 
Roshan was missed in Bengaluru’s defeat to the 
Highlanders, and will play a key role against the Mariners 
tonight.

KEY
MENBFC

NAOREM
ROSHAN



Stepping into Gurpreet Singh Sandhu’s big 
shoes is never an easy task, but it’s safe to say young 
Lara Sharma’s done his bit with aplomb! The Blues’ 
custodian made a fantastic save against Odisha to keep 
Bengaluru’s lead intact on Monday, and in his three games 
so far this term, he has made 13 saves. Lara averages 11 
passes a game for Marco Pezzaiuoli’s side, and plays a part 
in the Blues’ bid to reset and recycle while in possession.
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Leading from the front in the absence of Sunil 
Chhetri against Odisha FC, Cleiton Silva slotted a 
spot-kick to give Bengaluru three points and take his tally 
for the season to nine goals. In addition to this, the 
Brazilian has 3 assists this term and has attempted 46 
shots, the most of any Bengaluru FC player. Silva leads 
Bengaluru’s goalscoring charts, and his influence on the 
proceedings tonight will be key to Marco Pezzaiuoli’s plans 
to bring home three points.
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KEY
MEN

While the goals and starts have been hard to 
come by this season, David Williams remains an 
integral part of ATK Mohun Bagan’s plans. Dropping deep 
from his primary role as a striker, the Australian acts as a 
link between midfield and attack, and has made 14 
appearances for the Mariners this term, albeit playing just 
560 minutes in total. Williams can thread a neat pass in the 
final third, have a go from distance and has been known to 
pop up with a strike or two against the Blues. The 
Bengaluru backline will do well to keep a keen eye on the 
ATK number nine tonight, whose presence in the starting 
XI is all but guaranteed in the absence of Roy Krishna.

DAVID
WILLIAMS

ATKMB



KEY
MEN

With seven strikes to his name this term, 
Liston Colaco is the top-scoring Indian player in the 
League, and the only Indian among the top ten on the 
charts. His strike against FC Goa ahead of the new year 
was recorded at an astonishing 181 kmph, and the Blues’ 
backline will have to go the extra yard in a bid not to afford 
the winger any space in the final third. Under Juan 
Ferrando, for whom he represented FC Goa last season, 
Colaco has played a vital role in the Mariners’ attack, 
acting as provider for three goals in the process, and will 
be a player Marco Pezzaiuoli will have to make plans for 
tonight. 
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KEY
MEN

Joni Kauko joined the Mariners after Finland’s 
exit from Euro 2020. The midfielder has turned out for 
clubs in Finland, Germany and Denmark prior to his move, 
and his role for the Mariners has been to provide stability 
in the middle of the park. The 31-year-old averages a 
tackle or interception every 12 minutes he spends on the 
pitch, and even has three goals and five assists to his name 
this term. Strong in the air and fearless for a challenge, 
Kauko’s presence in midfield will be one the Blues will 
have to bypass in their bid to score tonight.

JONI
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   GOALKEEPERS

  1   GURPREET SINGH SANDHU

30  LARA SHARMA

43  SHARON PADATTIL

 

   DEFENDERS

  3   YAYA BANANA

  4   PRATIK CHAUDHARI

  5   ALAN COSTA

15  WUNGNGAYAM MUIRANG

16  SARTHAK GOLUI

19  AJITH KUMAR

27  PARAG SATISH SHRIVAS

BFC
SQUAD

HEAD COACH
MARCO PEZZAIUOLI

   MIDFIELDERS

  6   BRUNO RAMIRES

  7  JAYESH RANE

  8  SURESH WANGJAM

10  IMAN BASAFA

12  DANISH FAROOQ

13  AJAY CHHETRI

18  ROHIT KUMAR

22  ASHIQUE KURUNIYAN

25  NAMGYAL BHUTIA

32  NAOREM ROSHAN SINGH

35  BISWA DARJEE

40  DAMAITPHANG LYNGDOH

42  AKASHDEEP SINGH

 

   FORWARDS

  9   PRINCE IBARA

11  SUNIL CHHETRI

14  HARMANPREET SINGH

17  EDMUND LALRINDIKA

21  UDANTA SINGH

23  CLEITON SILVA

26  BIDYASHAGAR SINGH

31  LEON AUGUSTINE

39  SIVASAKTHI NARAYANAN
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Bengaluru FC 3 (Silva 18’ [P], Danish 26’, Ibara 72’)
 ATK Mohun Bagan 3 (Bose 13’, Boumous 38’, 
Krishna 58’)

The first leg of tonight’s encounter saw the Blues play out a 
thrilling 3-3 draw against ATK Mohun Bagan in a clash that was 
contested on an even keel throughout the ninety. Both sides 
attempted 16 shots each, with the Blues managing six on target, 
one more than Bagan. 

Marco Pezzaiuoli dropped skipper Sunil Chhetri to the bench as 
Ashique Kuruniyan played a more advanced role down the left. 
The Blues stepped out onto the turf without a win in five games 
and were keen to snap the streak. The Mariners started with 



Boumous, Krishna and Manvir in attack while summer signings 
Liston Colaco, Joni Kauko and Deepak Tangri featured in midfield.

The visitors began strong, with Krishna flagged offside after 
putting the ball in the back of the net just seven minutes in. 
Bengaluru were pegged back just five minutes later when 
Subhasish Bose got ahead of Cleiton Silva, Bruno Ramires and 
Alan Costa to nod home a corner.

Silva was in the thick of things at the other end only moments 
later, winning a spot-kick after being brought down by Colaco in 
the box. The Brazilian added a pause to his run-up to the 
dead-ball, sending Amrinder the wrong way before slotting home 
to level things up. 

The Blues’ number 23 would turn provider soon after, swinging in 
a corner that seemed to have too much on it, but for an audacious 
Danish Farooq header that diverted it goalward and in off the 
upright. 

Bagan, however, restored parity seven minutes ahead of the 
interval when Kauko dispossessed Farooq in midfield, allowing 
Krishna to drive through and play Boumous in on goal for a neat 
finish past Gurpreet. 

On the other side of the break, Bagan would reclaim their lead 
with referee Crystal John pointing to the spot after adjudging 
Prince Ibara to have impeded Subhasish in the box. Krishna 
packed power over placement on his take past Gurpreet to make it 
2-3 on the night.

But with the game far from over, Bengaluru made forays forward 
and saw chances from Silva and Ramires go wide of the mark. In 
the 72nd minute, Ibara made amends for his earlier error in 
judgement, nodding home a corner from Naorem Roshan Singh to 
make it 3-3.

Bengaluru went forward in search of a winner, but it wasn’t to be 
as the spoils were shared at the GMC Athletic Stadium, in 
Bambolim.  
















